
 

Quickshifter QS PRO & QS PRO 2 

**  This product is designed for RACE USE ONLY, and is not legal for road use.  Quickshifter is to be used 

ONLY for upshifting of the gearbox; any improper or unintended use is at user’s sole risk.  ** 

Testing the QS PRO for shift signal 

(The “driveway test”) 

After you complete the install and before you take your first test ride, or anytime you are wondering, you can 

make sure you have a kill signal by doing a simple test while just sitting on your bike in your driveway. 

To test, start the bike, hold the clutch in and shift to 6th gear. Do not have the bike on a stand, simply sit on 

the bike with both wheels on the ground.  KEEP THE CLUTCH IN – DO NOT RELEASE THE CLUTCH 

AT ANY TIME DURING THIS TEST!  You are not driving the motorcycle, only sitting on the bike in your 

driveway and doing these static tests. 

Then hold about 5k rpm’s so you can hear the steady sound of the exhaust very easily. DO NOT LET THE 

CLUTCH OUT!   

Now, move the shift lever as if you are going to shift from 6th into 7th gear.  You should hear a “burp” in the 

exhaust note.  Sounds like a misfire because we are killing your coils; it is the sound of the kill signal.  You can 

do it multiple times to be sure you hear the sound, it is very distinct and easy to hear. 

If you have “both” directions (PUSH and PULL) enabled, you can do the same test for the other direction.  Shift 

into 1st gear, hold the 5,000 rpm’s (do not let the clutch out!) then shift down again as if you are going to “zero” 

gear.  Is there a kill signal? 

Quick and easy way to test if your installation is complete and the shifter is working! 

 

Thank you, and thank you again for choosing our Annitori 

QS PRO Quickshifter! 


